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Let K[G] denote the group ring of a group G over a field K of characteristic zero, 
and for (Y = 1 (Y, s E K[G] put 6(s) = x1_-5 (Ye where - is the conjugacy relation on 
G. If e is an idempotent of K[G], then t?(l) = el is severely restricted: 
(a) Zalesskii [lo]: el E Q. 
(b) Kaplansky (see [6,7]): 0 < el < 1 unless e = 0, 1. 
(c) Cliff and Sehgal [2]: If G is polycyclic by finite and p is a prime dividing the 
denominator of el, then there is an s # 1 in G with p-power order and e’(s) f 0. 
The e’(s) of an idempotent e can be expected to be similarly restricted: Bass [l] has 
proved that the field E generated by the e’(s) over Q is a finite abelian extension of Q, 
corresponding to (a) above. Our present aim is to find analogues of (b) and (c): thus 
Section 1 gives bounds for the e’(s) under the complex absolute values of E and 
Section 3 examines which prime divisors of E can occur in the denominators of the 
e’(s) assuming, as in (c), that G is polycyclic by finite. Both of these results answer 
problems posed by Sehgal [8]. The special case of Section 3 in which G is finite is 
handled in Section 2 by modular representation theory, the required result having, 
perhaps, some independent interest. Finally in Section 4 we use the method of 
Section 3 to extend a theorem of Swan-Bass (see Bass [l]) to polycyclic by finite 
groups. 
I would like to express my appreciation to Professor S. K. Sehgal for introducing 
me to these questions and for several helpful discussions about them. 
1. 
Let G be an arbitrary group and define for (Y = Es (YJ, p = Es /3~ in C[G]: 
a*= 5s-1 c 5 , ((Y, P) = C a,& and I]~]] = m. 0 ur method of establishing bounds 
rests on the following generalization of Kaplansky’s theorem. 
Theorem 1. Let e be an idempotent of C[G] and c a central element. Then (e, c*c) 3 0 
with equality if and only if ce = 0. 
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The proof is essentially the same as either proof of Kaplansky’s theorem, which is 
the special case c = 1. Thus in the proof of Montgomery [6] one replaces the “trace” 
map by the map x -+ (x, c*c) and in the proof of Passman [7, pp. 93-971 one studies 
instead of “d(M, 1)” the distance d(M, c) between c and M = eC[G]. 
Remark. The Passman proof does not use the full hypothesis of centrality of c: 
indeed it is enough to assume that c commutes with e and e*. 
Corollary. Hypothesis as in Theorem 1. Then (e, c*c) s ]]c]]* with equality if and only 
ifce=c. 
Proof. Replace e by 1 - e in Theorem 1. 
Our main application of Theorem 1 is 
Theorem 2. Let e E C[G] be idempotent and let s E G have h conjugates. Then 
le’(s)[’ s he, with equality only when either e = 0, or e = 1 and s = 1. 
Proof. We may assume h is finite hence H = x,--s t is an element of C[G]. Putting 
c = H -A - 1 for an arbitrary A E C, c and H are central in C[G] and c*c = 
H*H -AH*-iH+Ih/*, hence 
(e, c*c)=(e, H*H)-ic?(s-‘)-Ai(s)+/A]*e, 
since (e, H) = e’(s). By theorem 1 it follows that &r(s-(s-‘) + At?(s) is in R for every A E C 
hence that e’(s-‘) = e’(s). Using this in the above equation and applying theorem 1 
and its corollary yields 
since ([HI]* = h (R ( ) = “real part”). 
If e’(s) = 0, then we are done by Kaplansky’s theorem and if e’(s) # 0 we can put 
A = h/e’(s) in the above inequality and get 0 s -h + (h2/]e’(s)12)el which is what was 
claimed. Equality holds here only if it holds both in the application of Theorem 1 and 
its corollary, with A = h/P(s): then 
e’(s) 
_ 
e=-Ae= 
h 
$!?(H-~)~ ,!$!H. 
If s # 1, then by construction of H we have el = 0 hence e = 0 while if s = 1 the last 
equation reduces to e = el hence e is an idempotent of @. 
We mention one more application of this method: 
Theorem 3. Suppose G has a normal subgroup N offinite order n and let e be the image 
under C[G]-*C[G/N] of an idempotent e of C[G]. Then el ael/n with equality if 
and only if e, = e,Jn for all s E G. 
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. 
Proof. Put N = ISEN s/n and c = 3 - 1 central elements of 63 [G] with c*c = -fi + 1 
hence, by Theorem 1, we have 
o+,c*c>=-(e,A>+(e, l>= 
1 
---Er+ei 
n 
with equality precisely when ce = 0, i.e. 
equivalent to the stated condition. 
2. 
Let G be a finite group and let K be a complete field under a discrete valuation 
U, A the valuation ring at u with maximal ideal m and residue class field k =A/m 
where K has characteristic zero and k has characteristic p > 0. For the facts and 
notations used below we refer to part III of Serre [9] (abbreviated 5). 
We have [S, Section 1.51 a commutative triangle 
fie = e, which condition is easily seen to be 
Pk(G) - Rk(G) 
&c(G) 
and we identify elements of RK(G) (resp. &(G)) with theirordinary (resp. modular) 
characters as in [S, Section 181. 
A theorem of Swan [S, Theorem 361: if x is the character of an element of RK(G) 
then x is in the image of e if and only if x(s) = 0 for all s& G,,, where G,,, = {t E G (t 
has order prime to p}. The result of this section is the analogue for c of Swan’s 
theorem: 
Theorem 4. Let (o be the modular character of an element of Rk (G). Then q is in the 
image of c if and only if cp (s)/ICG (s)l is in A for ecery s E Greg. (Here CC(S) denotes rhe 
centralizer of s in G.) 
Proof. We first show that we may assume K is large (i.e. is a splitting field for G). For 
letting K’ be a finite extension of K which is large and assuming the theorem for K’ 
we have [S, Section 14.61 a commutative diagram where k’ is the residue class field of 
c 
P/c(G) + &c(G) 
P,;G) ” - Rk,(G) 
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the valuation ring A’ of K’ and where i, i’ are direct injections. Moreover [S, 
Theorem 351 the Cartan maps c, c’ are injective and their cokernels are annihilated 
by pN for some N. Thus we can view all these maps as inclusions. Let Q E I&(G): if 
cp(s)/]Co(s)/ E A for all s E G,,, then viewing cp in &(G) we have (p(s)/]Co(s)l E A’ 
for all s E Greg hence by assumption on K’ it follows that cp E A(G). But p”cp E Pk(G) 
and i’ is a direct injection hence cp E Pk(G). Conversely if cp E Pk(G) then cp E I%(G) 
hence by assumption on K’ we have (p(s)/]C&)] E A’ for all s E G,,,. But (p E Pk(G) 
implies that q~ is K valued hence cp(s)/lC~(s)] EA’ n K = A for all s E Greg. 
We therefore assume that K is large. Let Sk be a complete set of non-isomorphic 
simple k[G]-modules and let pE (resp. &) denote the modular character of each 
E(resp. of its projective cover) in Sk. Then [S, Sections 14.1, 14.31 the (F~ (resp. the 
rgE) form a Z-basis of &(G) (resp. of the image of c :Pk(G)+&(G)). Letting 
A “(Gr=b denote the A-module of A-valued class functions on G,,, we see [S, Section 
18.2, Exercise 41 that the QE form an A-basis of Ac”Grcg) hence that the identification 
of elements of Rk(G) with their modular characters induces an A-module iso- 
morphism A 0 Rk (G) + Ac’(Gr==). 
Let ff denote the characteristic function of the conjugacy class C of Greg. By the 
above there are aE E A so that fc = CE &@E hence [S, Section 18.11 
aE'=C &(@E*, QE) =(&.fc) 
E 
ICI @Eb? ) 
= k;i@E.(d) = IcG(so)( 
for each so E C. i.e. @JE(s)/(C~(S)] E A for s E Greg. Since the &f form a Z-basis of the 
image of c the necessity part of the theorem is proved. 
Let n(C) denote, for each conjugacy class C in Greg, the order of the centralizer in 
G of any element of C. There is an obvious map 
A =‘(G,e.) --, @ AIn(C)A 
CECl(Gre*) 
which composed with the isomorphism above yields the map n of the A-module 
complex: 
O-*A@Pk(G)- A@&(G)- 
1oc 11 
~A/~z(~)A+o. 
Now 1 @c is injective since c is, n is surjective by construction and im(1 @c) E 
ker n is the necessity part of the theorem, so to show that the sequence is exact it 
suffices to show that the torsion A-modules coker(l0 c) and @ A/n(C)A have 
composition series of the same length. But coker(l0 c) = A 0 coker c and coker c is 
a finite abelian group whose order = the determinant of the Cartan matrix C, hence it 
suffices to show that the exponent of p in det C= the exponent of p in 
I-l c~cr(G._) n(C) for which see Curtis-Reiner [3, p. 6003. 
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For the sufficiency part of the theorem let P E Rt(G) satisfy p(s)/ICG(s)I E A for 
s E G,,, i.e. (c E ker T. By the exact sequence there are aE E A so that cp = xE a&& 
But p*q E im c hence pNaE E E for all E which implies that all aE are in E and cp is in 
the image of c. 
3. 
Theorem 5. Let F[G] be the group ring of a polycyclic by finite group G overajield Fof 
characteristic zero, e an idempotent of F[G] and p a (rational) prime. Zf there is an 
s E Gso that?(s) isnotp-integral, then there isa t E Goffiniteorderdivisiblebypso that 
e’(t) # 0. 
By the theorem of Bass mentioned in the introduction all of the e’(s) lie in a finite 
abelian extension E of Q. We say a E E is p-integral if a is %-integral for every prime 
% of E lying above p. The proof of the theorem uses the method of Cliff and Sehgal 
[2], or see Chapter I of Sehgal[8] which is a good reference for this section. 
Lemma. Let A be a torsion free normal abelian subgroup of a group G, and s E G with 
s” = 1. Suppose that t E G has finite order and that tA”, sA” are conjugate in G/A”. 
Then t, s are conjugate in G. 
Proof. By hypothesis, xtx-’ = a”s for some x E G, a E A hence 
XfYl = (a”s)” = a 
“(l+r+...+sn-~)s” = (al+‘+““+“-I )?I. 
Since t has finite order so has al+sc~‘~‘cs”-’ E A hence a’+“““““-’ = 1. Write 
n-1 
1 +s+. * * *+sn-l =n+ 1 (s’-l)=n+(s-l)v 
i=l 
where 77 = c:Z: (1 +s +. . . +sipl). Then ant(s-llV = 1 implies a” = b’-’ with b = 
a’ E A. Substituting this in the initial equation gives xtx-’ = bless = bsb-‘s-‘s = 
bsb-’ as claimed. 
Proof of Theorem 5. By induction on the Hirsch number of G. 
If the Hirsch number is 0, then G is finite and by hypothesis there is a prime 13 of E 
lying above p so that e’(s) is not Q-integral. Let x be the (ordinary) character of the 
representation module F[G]e: then x is realizable on a finite extension E’ of E (see 
Serre [9, Section 12.21). Choose a prime $3’ of E’ lying abovk !$ and let K be the 
completion of E’ at @‘, A the valuation ring of K and so on as in Section 2: then 
e’(s) E A. Suppose the theorem is false, i.e. that e’(x) = 0 for all x@ Greg: by Hattori [5] 
we have ~(x-~)/IC’~(x)j = e’(x) f or all x E G, hence x(x) =0 for x&Greg. By the 
theorem of Swan mentioned in Section 2 it follows that x/Greg is the modular 
character of an element of 9(G) hence by Theorem 4 we have ,y(~)/jC~(.r)l E A for 
x E Greg. But this says that e’(x) E A for every s E G, contradiction. 
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If the Hirsch number of G is 21, then G has a torsion free normal abelian 
subgroup A # 1. Since G is Noetherian, e’(x) =0 if x E G has infinite order, by 
Formanek [4]. Thus there is an integer n so that x” = 1 for all x E G with Z(x) # 0; let 
E be the image of e under F[ G] + F[ G/A”]. For T E G/A” we can write E(T) = 
J&(r) e’(t) where S(T) is a finite set of torsion elements of G which are not 
conjugate in G but whose images in G/A” are conjugate to T. By the Lemma, S(T) is 
either empty (i.e. i(T) = 0) or has one element. Since E(sA”) = e’(s) is not p-integral 
and since G/A” has smaller Hirsch number than G there is an element T in G/A” 
satisfying the conclusion of the theorem. Since E(T) f 0 we find t E S(T) so e’(r) = 
Z(T) # 0 and p divides the order of t since tA” is conjugate to T. 
4. 
Theorem 6. Let R be an integral domain of characteristic zero, G a polycyclic by finite 
group. IfPis a finitely generatedprojective RIG]-module with rank rp E T(R[G]), then 
rp(s) = 0 unless s E G has finite order invertible in R. 
Proof. We refer to Bass [l] (abbreviated B) for the facts and notations used in this 
section and proceed as in the proof of Theorem 5. Noting that [B, 9.21 rp(s) = 0 if 
s E G has infinite order, it suffices to show that if p is a (rational) prime not invertible 
in R then rp(s) = 0 whenever s E G has finite order divisible by p. By localization we 
may assume that R is a local domain (of characteristic zero) with residue class field k 
of characteristic p. 
If G has Hirsch number zero (i.e. G finite), then [B, 5.81 we have rp(s) = 
~p(s-‘)/~CG(s)~ so that we can replace rp by the character XP and apply the theorem 
of Swan mentioned in Section 2 (the hypothesis that R is complete under a discrete 
valuation is needed only for the converse statement). 
If G has Hirsch number al, then we find A, n exactly as in Section 3 and consider 
CY : R[G]+ R[G/A”]. Then raep = cx*rp by [B 2.91 hence by the Lemma of Section 3 
we have rp(s) = raap(sA”). S ince A” is torsion free, if p divides the order of s it also 
divides the order of sA” hence since G/A” has smaller Hirsch number than G the 
theorem is proved, by induction. 
Remark. This proof also works in the case of Bass [B, 6.61, i.e. G of finite index over 
its center. For after reducing to the case when G is finitely generated we can take A 
central and torsion free so that G/A” is finite. 
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